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BIG GAME – ASSOCIATED PARTNER INFORMATION 
 
 
Please fill in the list below with the information on the Associated Partner: 
 

Name of the organisation ″Miron Costin″ High School 

Type of Institution SECONDARY SCHOOL AND HIGHSCHOOL 

City Iași 

Country Romania 

Web-Site http://ltmcis.ro 

Name of contact person Honceriu Geanina Mariana 

Email of Contact Person  honceriug@yahoo.fr 

 
Please provide a brief description of the organization: 
 

 
“Miron Costin” High School, a public school set up 50 years ago, includes primary school (6 

classes), secondary school (7 classes) and high school (20 classes). The building, housing 19 well-

equipped classrooms, 5 labs, a beautiful library, a modern gym, a spacious and elegant 

amphitheater, is the place where about 50 well-prepared teachers and 1000 motivated 

students spend quality time together, striving to promote by everything they do-classes, 

projects, meetings, charity work, contests, etc. -the values of the institution: integrity, diligence, 

honour, self-discipline, respect and tolerance.  

Our school has been involved in different projects: Erasmus, Comenius, European projects 

(Euroscola, Europe-our house, Europe, work in progress), volunteering projects, local, national 

and international projects, all these types of activities being meant to complete the education 

offered to our students, to improve their competences and abilities in different fields, to 

encourage them to study more, to be responsible, independent and co-operative, to facilitate 

their integration into the contemporary society. 

 
Please describe how the organisation will contribute to the dissemination and exploitation of 
the project results: 
 

The results of the project can be disseminated on the site and the Facebook page of our 

school, during our teachers’ and students’ meetings, in the school magazine, in the local 

newspaper, during our school activities (presentations, leaflets, etc). 
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Exploitation of the project results: The knowledge acquired can be put into practice during 

different classes (Romanian, History, Biology, Civic Education, Religion, etc.) supporting teachers 

in their attempt to make lessons more interactive and challenging, to stir students’ interest, to 

develop their vocabulary, creativity, spontaneity and motivation. Teachers also improve their 

way of teaching and evaluation methods. 

 

 


